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Slow down
Savor a pause, initiate yourself into another
perception of time, replenish, escape, reconnect
with your senses, take care of yourself and of
others…
Dwell in the present moment and let yourself be
taken into the rhythms of nature and of the people
of the Nordicity.

Explore

Breathe...

Share

Celebrate

Multiple cultures, different views and a shared
history forge the identity of our territories.
Discover the nomadic lifeways and millennial
traditions and rites of the Innu and of the Inuit.
Savor the island customs of the people of the
North Coast.
Learn to see the Nordicity through their eyes.
Enrichment, guaranteed

Immerse yourself in the scents of the boreal,
treat yourself to unknown tastes, feed yourself
with new sensations, try new activities, put
your passions into action, raise a toast to the
joy of the moment, savor a nomadic cuisine,
dance beneath the Northern Lights…
Taste the Nordicity and get ready to live an
entirely different kind of trip.

Go nomad

Conserve
Your trip will contribute to the protection and
promotion of the environments and cultures that
are vital to our society. Leave no trace in the
intimacy of small groups. Contribute to the
circular economy by staying in the heart of local
communities.
Contribute to ethical tourism for the well-being of
the Nordicity

Take in the new horizons opened by boundless
expanses of preserved territories. Wild lakes,
mythical rivers and boreal forests compose the
landscapes of your trip.
Take the plunge into the adventure offered by the
Nordicity and discover your true nature…

You're in
the right
place

Discover the sense of freedom offered by the
nomadic traditions of the Innus and the coureurs
des bois.Follow their footsteps along portages
that are thousands of years old. Rediscover the
luxury in the essential.
Live in symbiosis with the Nordicity

6 destinations to partake in Quebec’s Nordicity

Lac
Victor
4-star log cabins
251.5 km² of exclusive territory
A heavenly boreal hide-away
Natashquan, 2 to 12 guests

Château
Johan-Beetz
Heritage house
20 km² of exclusive territory
On the shores of the St. Lawrence River
Baie-Johan-Beetz, 2 to 8 guests

LA
CORNEILLE
5-star cottages
19 km² of exclusive territory
The Mingan archipelago
Baie-Johan-Beetz, 2 to 8 guests

Camp
Barnoin
Wooden cabins (Ecolodge)
Polar bear safari and discoveries
At the entry gate of the
Torngat Mountains
Nunavik, 2 to 8 guests

Rapid Lake
Lodge
Log inn
935 km² of fishing territory
In the heart of the Nunavik tundra
2 to 8 guests

Baronnie de
Kamouraska
3-star cottages
Historical inn
65.2 km² of exclusive territory
Nestled in the Appalachian Mountains of the
Bas-Saint-Laurent region, 2 to 16 guests

A constellation of territories
Baronnie
de Kamouraska

Rapid Lake Lodge
& Camp Barnoin

Perched in the Appalachian Mountains. From
its peaks, the unmatched views on St.
Lawrence River, Maine and the Lac de l’Est
open before you. Its exclusive territory remains
a mixed, old-growth, forest daubed with
shimmering fall colors, inhabited by an
impressive diversity of wildlife (moose, black
bears, lynx and golden eagles). Birders and
mushroom lovers welcomed!
Experiences: ethical hunting, sustainable
fishing, ecotourism and vacationing.

A subarctic oasis situated in the heart of
Nunavik’s tundra. It is illuminated by the
Northern Lights, traversed by our famous
rivers, and situated near the most sensational
attractions of Quebec’s Great North. A trip for
explorers of the Great North and for anglers
questing for the Grail.
Experiences: sustainable fishing for Arctic
char, exploration safaris of the marvelous Gold
Peninsula, Inuit culture, polar bear observation.

Lac Victor

La Corneille
From our sheltered and private peninsula, a truly
and peaceful haven, your gaze will cast out to sea,
to the islands of the Mingan archipelago and the
occasional passing whale. In the same day you can
explore the sea, take in the gastronomy of the
land, and head up a still pristine river in search of
the sovereign of its waters.
Experiences: sustainable fishing of the Atlantic
salmon, ecotourism and Innu traditions.

Château Johan-Beetz
An overlap of the boreal backcountry and the
cultures of the Mingan region. Three rivers,
two of which are exclusive, where the Atlantic
salmon is king. A landscape fashioned by the
sea, peatlands adorned in berries and wild
plants. Impetuous waterfalls. An archipelago
of islets where getting lost draws you deeper
into the heart of the community.
Experiences: sustainable fishing of the Atlantic
salmon, ecotourism and vacationing.

Only accessible by portage or floatplane, this
exclusive site melts into the wild backdrop of
the Minganie’s old-growth boreal forest. This
northern ecosystem reveals an immense
landscape of thirty-four wild lakes and seven
rivers. This is the paradise of the fresh water
salmon. A trip that will quench even the
deepest thirst for adventure.
Experiences: Innu culture, sustainable fishing
for fresh water salmon, ecotourism (either in
settled or nomadic modes).

Experiences rooted in the
traditions of the North

Each trip into the Caraïbes Nordiques
is an invitation to discover all the
colors, cultures and flavors of our
territories. Fine-dining, well-being,
and cultural discovery are all part of
each of our experiences, alongside
sharing, hospitality and the art of
taking your time.

Sustainable fishing

Chasse éthique
Live in symbiosis with the land and millennial
traditions. The land welcomes us and feeds us.
Our approach to conservation and our wildlife
policy authorizes only the necessary. Thus, we
welcome only small and privileged groups of
hunters. We are committed to using all parts of
the animal.

Are you dreaming of an exhilarating fishing
trip? Atlantic salmon, fresh water salmon, Arctic
char, speckled trout, lake trout, sea trout,
northern pike make up the richness of the
exclusive lakes and rivers of Caraïbes
Nordiques. We are proud of the quality of our
fishing endowment that has been preserved by
limited access. Whether you are a fly-fisher or
an angler, a beginner or an expert, come and
share our passion for a sustainable and
responsible form of sport fishing in the
company of our committed and experienced
guides.

Adventure & ecotourism
The expanse, diversity and beauty of our
territories are an invitation to adventure,
exploration and meditation in a spirit of liberty
and celebration. The feeling of discovery is only
deepened when it is shared by First Nations
people who have known this land for millennia.
Follow in the footsteps of the Innu or of the
coureurs des bois. Or choose the rustic luxury
of a more sedentary visit amongst the people of
the North Shore dwellers. Hiking, canoeing,
wildlife observation, nature interpretation,
traditional fishing, fine-cuisine or nomadic
cuisine, cultural exchange – all of these mark a
beat of our experiences.

Sustainable fishing experiences
On the Rapids of Nunavik

Package starting from 6 nights

Rapid Lake Lodge & Camp Barnoin
A fishing trip that transports the fly-fisher into the pioneering legends of the Great North.The
adventure begins with the flight from Kuujjuaq to Rapid Lake Lodge. The subarctic tundra
opens up, crossed by mythical rivers such as the Tunulic, Baudoncourt and Sapukkait. Here
the Arctic char steals the limelight from the Atlantic salmon and all our other species. An
unforgettable week of fishing on the millennial territories of the Inuits and feeding polar
bears, all lit up by the Northern Lights. A trip that will change you forever.

On the Rapids of Minganie

Package starting from 3 nights

La Corneille & Château Johan-Beetz
Three beautiful and exclusive salmon rivers of the Minganie await you: the Corneille, the
Piashti, and the Petite Watshishou. They are brimming with sea trout, speckled trout, fresh
water salmon and Arctic char. Our experienced guides, our maritime landscapes, and our
North Coast menus come together for a dramatic change of scene. There only remains for
you to choose where you want to stay. Will it be a 5-star cottages on an island, or in the
"castle"?

The Paradise of Lakes and Salmonids

Package starting from 3 nights

Lac Victor
This is the paradise of fresh water salmon. Arctic char, lake trout and speckled trout, and
you’re invited for the adventure. Lac Victor is here for those anglers who favor sustainable
fishing, a responsible and ethical management of stocks, and native species that are
remarkably combative. Are you ready to escape into the depths of the boreal forest? To
celebrate around a delicious table? To dream of our more than twenty unexplored lakes or of
exploring our pristine rivers?

For more information on all these experiences, please consult our brochure Sustainable Fishing Experiences

Ethical hunting experiences
On the trail of the moose

Package starting from 6 nights

Baronnie de Kamouraska
Your hunting experience in the Appalachians will unfold at the Baronnie de Kamouraska.
This renowned territory, well conserved and full of game, is nestled in mountains covered
in old-growth forests. Moose hunting here follows the lineage of the Québécois tradition,
with respect for strict game management codes and an ethic shared by our guests.

Living on the land in the Nitassinan

Package starting from 7 nights

Nitassinan
This Innu adventure unfolds along their portages and millennial hunting territories. You are
both a guest and a partner in this life. Coming together in this way means sharing food,
traditions, mysteries, and knowledge around the fire. It translates into a collaboration so
that, at the end of the journey, the game will abound and thus support the community. This
is an invitation to a unique experience in a Northern camp, a celebration of the animals and
a meeting of peoples.

On the footsteps of the Coureurs des bois

Package starting from 7 nights

Lac Victor
Choose the 4-star log cabins set on a beach overlooking the exclusive hunting territory of
Lac Victor. 251 km² of lakes and rivers that mirror the virgin boreal forest at dusk. The
experience braids the different knowledges, traditions and life-ways that the North Shore
dwellers and Innu have shared over the last centuries. We pursue that same journey in this
adventure, the one where friends can gather around a meal that thanks both the animal and
abundance of a protected nature.

For more information on these experiences, please consult our brochure Ethical Hunting Experiences

Adventure and
ecotourism experiences
A journey of initiation in the Nitassinan and the Minganie
Discover the cultures and landscapes that have forged the soul of this fascinating region. This
land is sea-folk, nomads, and coureurs des bois is still little known. Be the guests of the Innus
and the North Shore dwellers. Share their daily lives, learn their traditions, enjoy their cuisine,
explore their territory, and celebrate together. What if your trip contributed to a much-hoped
for reconciliation around a common territory?
Are you more relaxation or action? Estuary or forest? We offer two journeys through the boreal
that share a common way to live this experience.

The path to the estuary

Package 7 nights

La Corneille & Château Johan-Beetz
The Minganie will no longer have any secrets for you. Traditional innu activities, cruising the
islands of the Mingan archipelago, canoeing its rivers, local encounters, walks, resting, 5-star
cottages on the peninsula of the Mingan archipelago. It’s a sojourn marked by comfort,
relaxation, and a gentle adventure.

The forest path

Package 7 nights

La Corneille, Château Johan-Beetz & Lac Victor
The Nitassinan awaits! After a deep breath of sea-air on the coast, you will enter the vast
territory of the Lac Victor, travelling along the ancestral territories of the Innu. It is an
immersion in their nomadic traditions, in the heart of the boreal forest. You will learn how to
become a partner of this fascinating nature with those who have lived so long in symbiosis
with her. Here is an adventure that will delight lovers of outdoor pursuits and deep changes in
scene. A bit of adrenalin mixed with meditation and shared laughter.

For more information on all these experiences, please consult our brochure Adventure, Ecotourism & Vacationing Experiences

Vacation experiences
Lac Victor vacation
Don’t miss this opportunity to stay in a four-star log cabin or in an Innu camp on a sandy
beach in the heart of the boreal forest of the North Coast. Live the adventure of the
portage to reach this territory of lakes and rivers, or take a floatplane and admire it from
the air. An escape vacation that can be an exceptional way to finish your discovery of the
region.

Baie-Johan-Beetz vacation
Make a stop in the welcoming village of Baie-Johan-Beetz to savor the beauty of the
Minganie region. When you stay in the château Johan-Beetz, a manor-house that faces
the St. Lawrence River, you will be sharing in the history of this community. Unless, of
course, you would rather a deluxe retreat on the peninsula of the Mingan archipelago in a
5-star cottages.

Baronnie de Kamouraska vacation
Come and replenish with your family, or amongst friends, in the heart of the Appalachian
Mountains an hour and a half from Quebec City. This territory of 65.2 km² is a
remarkable playground for a celebratory and welcoming fishing trip, a place to discover
the bounty of the forest and observe the local fauna. Our lodges offer all the
conveniences

Individual activities
Use your vacation to explore Quebec’s Nordicity at your own rhythm. Here is a selection
of our activities:
Discovery of the Mingan archipelago and
Initiation to fly-fishing
the St. Lawrence River
Day fishing
Nature interpretation
Traditional Innu activities
Encounter and exchange with the
Innu cuisine cooking class
cultures of the Nistassinan and Minganie
Sweat lodge
Sea kayaking, paddle boarding

For more information on all these experiences, please consult our brochure Adventure, Ecotourism & Vacationing Experiences

An experienced and passionate team
dedicated to your happiness
Our team shares a common passion for nature, cultures, sustainable tourism
and hospitality. It is composed of a mosaic of women and men from a wide
range of backgrounds – Inuit, Innu, Québécois, European, Latin American.
They are fluent in Innu-aimun, French, English, Spanish and German to
better serve you.

Pricing, Cancellation and Refund Policy
We have instituted a policy regarding possible cancellations related to the
COVID-19 pandemic, which results, depending on the circumstances, in a
credit valid for 1 to 2 years, under the same conditions as those that
prevailed at the time of your reservation.
Visit our website to learn more about our reservation and cancellation
policy.

Notre réponse sanitaire contre la COVID-19
We only have small, well-equipped structures, each with its own amenities.
Organic disinfectant products are used at all times. We also observe a safe
rest period between each visit.
Most of our cottages or rooms are designed for two guests and have private
bathrooms. Regardless of the type of fishing package you choose, a single
guide will be assigned to your group.
It is also possible to arrange for your meals to be delivered directly to your
accommodation should you so prefer.
Cottages with a larger capacity will only be made available according to the
public rules in effect at the time of your stay.

Willkommen

Bienvenidos

Welcome

Bienvenue

kuei
Benvingut

Benvenuto
ᑐᙵᓱᒋᑦ.

Looking forward to welcoming you to the Caraïbes Nordiques

We are members of
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Les Caraïbes Nordiques

Contact us
info@caraibesnordiques.com

www.caraibesnordiques.com

Our offices are located in Montreal, Quebec, Canada

(1) 514 447 6300

